
Certified Translations
faster and cheaper
than anywhere else!

NAATI-accredited and recognised 
experts in delivering quality translations



We offer a solution you can depend on, without the big price tag. 
Experience it for yourself by trying out our service today.

Accurate Translations
GUARANTEED!

We believe in building relationships with our partners, that are more than 
just transactional. 
When you request a quote, you'll receive a fixed dollar amount so you 
know the total cost upfront, with no surprises. 

•Prices are always fixed

•You can pay online with your credit card, by bank transfer or PayPal

•Softcopy of translation only unless you requested for hard copy

•48 hour delivery guarntee for some languages free of charge! (excludes weekends)

Dependable & 
Trustworthy



No other translation agency beats our prices. Got a lower quote for a 
NAATI-certified translation from a comparable translation agency in 
Australia? We'll beat it by 10%!

With LinkTranslation, 
you're assured of getting
the best value



Migrants
Visa applicants
Migration agents
Employment agencies
Professionals and expats
International students and graduates
Visitors, travellers, and backpackers
Employers

Government agencies
Journalists
Diplomats
Law firms
Tourists
Large corporations & SMEs
Banks
Non-profit organisations

Need regular translation services? Contact us and we'll work out a great solution for you.

100% happy customers.
Try us and see why!



We are a full service translation agency for migration agents across Australia. We specialise in 
fast, affordable and reliable translations for immigration purposes. 

With our speedy service, get translations and visa applications completed sooner. Your clients 
will love it!

We also offer Justice of Peace Service

Please not that we generally provide only soft copy. if you need a hard copy, please let us know

**48 hour delivery guarentee excludes weekends

As a migration agent,
do you have the time
to chase up translations?



Languages we translate
Fast and with our
best price guarantee

Albanian
Amharic
Arabic
Armenian
Assyrian
Bangla
Bosnian
Bulgarian
Burmese
Chinese
Croatian
Czech
Dari
Dinka
Dutch

Filipino
Finnish
French
German
Greek
Hindi
Hungarian
Indonesian
Italian
Japanese
Khmer
Korean
Lao
Macedonian
Malay

Maltese
Mandarin
Nuer
Oromo
Persian
Polish
Portuguese
Punjabi
Romanian
Russian
Samoan
Serbian
Sinhalese
Slovak
Somali

Spanish
Swahili
Tamil
Tetum
Thai
Tigrinya
Tongan
Turkish
Ukrainian
Urdu
Vietnamese

Arabic
Chinese
Croatian
Czech
Dutch
French
German

Greek
Hindi
Hungarian
Indonesian
Italian
Japanese
Korean

Macedonian
Malay
Persian
Polish
Portuguese
Russian
Serbian

Spanish
Thai
Turkish
Vietnamese

NAATI accreditied languages

48-hour delivery guarantee languages:

We offer 48 hour delivery guarentee for languages with high community demand. Other 
languages  may take longer than 48 hours



You will receive a 
quote by email 
within 2 hours 
during business 
hours

Files to  
www.linktranslation.com.au/quote

Files to 
migrationalliance@linktranslation.com.au  

You can get started by:

Upload

e-mail

We accept all file formats. Mobile phone pictures are acceptable for quotations, but we will require scanned 
copies of documents for accurate translation.

Once our quote is approved, we will start the translation process. Completed and certified translations of your 
documents will be emailed to you in PDF format. If you require hard copies, we will mail these out to you, 
using regular, express, platinum express or courier services. 

Our services are available Australia wide.

As NAATI-accredited translation experts, we guarantee you 100% satisfaction. Look no further for your 
translation needs.



1-5 Pages

$60
per page

5+ Pages

$55
per page

10+ Pages

$50
per page

We offer a bulk discount to our partners

Pricing

Naati Certified Translation Pricing

Method of Delivery
We provide soft copies of translations. Hard copies can be requested and posted to you at your 
cost.. 

Translation Terms and Conditions
Invoices are due within 7 days unless agreed otherwise

Once a written quote acceptance has been received by Link Translation, the customer automatically 
agrees with our terms and conditions.

Cancellation is not accepted unless both parties (Link Translation and the client) agree. If 
cancellation is accepted the client must pay for all work done by Link Translation until the time of 
cancellation and a 30% Cancellation fee of the total amount of the first invoice applies.

Delivery time
Languages not specified under our 48-hour delivery guarantee will be delivered within 3 days.

Our 48-hour guarantee is subject to change. You will be notified prior to any changes.
 



Get in touch with us!
82/316 Long Street East Graceville QLD 4075
PO BOX 1398 Toowong DC QLD 4066
(07) 3157 2181
0434 068 377
migrationalliance@linktranslation.com.au
www.linktranslation.com.au

Contact details


